manufacturing

assembly & test facility

a vital partner for cost effective
and practical engineering solutions

assembly & test facility

About

Capability

Clarke Chapman Manufacturing is
a

subsidiary

of

The

Clarke

Chapman Group Ltd, part of
Langley Holdings plc, a privately
controlled UK engineering group
with

regional

offices

in

the

Americas, Europe, China, Asia and
Australia.
The

Clarke

Chapman

Group

incorporates Cowans Sheldon,
Mackley

Pumps,

RB

Cranes,

Stothert & Pitt and Wellman Booth,
all well-established names in the
materials handling business. All
around the world, cranes and
equipment

manufactured

and

supplied by these companies, are
in daily operation in railways,
military

The Clarke Chapman Manufacturing

it's inception to the delivery of the

establishments, offshore install-

(CCM) plant is located in Gateshead

finished product, maintaining vital

ations, ports and steel plants.

in the North East of England.

contact with the customer at every

Supporting these products, and

Situated on a 4.6 hectares site with

stage of the process.

other manufacturers' equipment,

15,000m2

CCM’s

are Clarke Chapman Services in

and close to major roads and ports,

procurement

the installation, refurbishment and

CCM

components, manufacture,

ass-

relocation

and

reputation for manufacturing and

embly,

and

Facilities

build-to-print services to a multitude

commissioning,

a

of clients in the renewable energy,

necessary, installation on site.

bespoke facilities management

military, marine, steel, nuclear power,

CCM often work closely with Design

service,

and waste handling sectors.

houses,

CCM's assembly and machining

Companies,

shops

construction

Clarke

of

equipment

Chapman

Management

who

enabling

concentrate
business.

sites,

on

provide
clients
their

to
core

of manufacturing space

has

are

built

a

amongst

worldwide

the

capability
of

functional

Project

includes
materials
testing
and

the
and

where

Management

Original

Equipment

best-

Manufacturers and Contractors, who

equipped in the business, fully

are looking for the facility and the

supported by qualified engineers

resources to fulfil their contract

who see each project through from

obligations.

‘...flexibility, resourcefulness and
experience...’

Skills & Resource
AREA 3.581 HECTARES
Works

1.620

External area

1,850

Offices

0.111

WORKSHOPS (metres)
Machine Shop
length

167

width

23.50

sq metres

3935

cranes tonnes

3 x 10

ht. below hook

8.50

Fitting Shop
length

As an established manufacturer of

213

width

23.50

sq metres

5008

cranes tonnes

4 x 10

ht. below hook

8.00

specialist cranes and materials
handling equipment,

Fitting Shop

CCM's multi-

discipline workforce provide all the
skills and expertise in structural
assembly, mechanical, electrical,
hydraulic, pneumatic and instru-

length

122

width

18

sq metres

2228

cranes tonnes

2 x 50, 1 x 10

ht. below hook

15.25

mentation. These disciplines have
transcended over the years to cover

TEST FACILITIES

every conceivable market sector

Testing facilities are available for load,

satisfying all our customers' needs.

mechanical, electrical and hydraulic tests

When required, CCM can call upon
EXTERNAL AREA

its' sister companies to provide
additional support in design and

reasons

contracting services.

Manufacturing are a vital partner for

Flexibility,

resourcefulness,

and

experience are just some of the

cost

why

effective

Clarke
and

engineering solutions.

Chapman
practical,

1.85 HECTARES
Adjacent to the workshops and available
for assembly and test of major assemblies.

Site Facilities

Quality

Project Management
contracting businesses within the

CCM's

Chapman Manufacturing (CCM) is

Clarke

of

experienced in meeting customers'

to the highest standards - Quality

companies are accredited to BS

objectives in terms of quality, time

is a way of life - we build

EN ISO 9001 - 2000 whose

and cost. Each project is carefully

equipment that endures some of

resources are made available to

managed

the

CCM when required.

resource management through to

Everything

we

harshest

do

and

at

Clarke

arduous

environments on earth

Chapman

Group

Project

from

Managers

planning

are

and

cost and documentation control.

CCM is accredited to BS EN ISO
9002 - 2000. The design and
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